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Part 1 – An Introduction to Consumer Behavior

Chapter 1: Understanding Consumer Behavior
Consumer behavior: the totality of consumers’ decisions with respect to the acquisition,
consumption and disposition of goods, services, time and ideas, by human decision-
making units (over time).

- Acquisition: the process by which a consumer comes to own an offering.
- Usage: the process by which a consumer uses an offering.
- Disposition: the process by which a consumer discards an offering.

Consumer behavior also includes consumers’ use of services, activities, experiences and 
ideas. How we use time reflects who we are, what our lifestyles are like and how we are 
both the same and different from others. Offering is the term used to encompass these 
entities. An offering is a product, service, activity, experience or idea offered by a 
marketing organization to consumers.

Consumer behavior is a dynamic process and involves: 
- Many people (like group purchases or taking different roles in purchase process);
- Many decisions (like what offering to acquire, why an offering is not used, how to 

dispose an offering);
- Emotions and coping (like stress because of a purchase decision).

Consumer behavior encompasses four domains:
1. The consumer’s culture:

Social influences, like reference groups (a group of people consumers compare 
themselves with for information regarding behavior, attitudes or values), 
consumer diversity, household and social class influences and psychographics like 
values and lifestyles.

2. The psychological core:
Motivation, Ability and Opportunity (MAO), exposure, attention, perception and 
comprehension, memory and knowledge and forming and changing attitudes.

3. The process of making decisions:
Problem recognition and information search, making judgments and decisions and 
post-decision processes/evaluations.

4. Consumer behavior outcomes and issues:
Innovations, symbolic consumer behavior and marketing, ethics and social 
responsibility.

Marketing implications of consumer behavior illustrate how marketers apply consumer 
behavior concepts:

- Developing and implementing customer-oriented strategy;
- Making promotion and marketing communication decisions;
- Making pricing decisions;
- Making distribution decisions;

Consumer behavior research methods

Primary data: data originating from a researcher and collected to provide information 
relevant to a specific research project.
Secondary data: data collected for some other purpose that is subsequently used in a 
research project.

- Survey: a method of collecting information from a sample of customers, 
predominantly by asking questions.

- Focus group: a form of interview involving 8 to 12 people; a moderator leads the 
group and asks participants to discuss a product, concept, or other marketing 
stimulus. 
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- Storytelling: a research method by which consumers are asked to tell stories 
about product acquisition, usage or disposition experiences. These stories help 
marketers gain insights into consumer needs and identify the product attributes 
that meet these needs.

- Experiments: laboratory testing and field experiments with consumers, which is 
one way to research new products and marketing trends.

- Market test (field research): a study in which the effectiveness of one or more 
elements of the marketing mix is examined by evaluating sales of the product in 
an actual market, e.g. a specific city.

- Conjoint analysis: a research technique to determine the relative importance 
and appeal of different levels of an offering’s attributes.

- Ethnographic research: in-depth qualitative research using observations and 
interviews (often over-repeated occasions) of consumers in real-world 
surroundings. Often used to study the meaning that consumers ascribe to a 
product or consumption phenomenon.

- Data mining: searching for patterns in a company database that offer clues to 
customer needs, preferences and behaviors.

- Netnography: observing and analyzing the online behavior and comments of 
consumers.

Part 2 – The Psychological Core

Chapter 2: Motivation, Ability and Opportunity
There are three critical factors that affect effort: the motivation, ability and 
opportunity (MAO) consumers have to engage in behaviors and make decisions.

Motivation is an inner state of arousal that provides energy needed to achieve a goal. 
Motivation is influenced by personal relevance (self-concept, values, needs, goals, and 
self-control), perceived risk and moderate inconsistency with attitudes.

One outcome of motivation affects high-effort behavior. Motivation also reflects how we 
process information and make decisions. In high-effort information processing  consumers
are highly motivated to achieve a goal, they are more likely to pay attention, think about 
it, etc.

However, in low-motivation situations, consumers devote little effort to processing 
information and making decisions. You will use shortcuts, like deciding to go for the 
cheapest, to buy these products.

Motivated reasoning: processing information in a way that allows consumers to reach 
the conclusion that they want to reach.

Motivation finally also evokes a psychological state in consumers, called involvement. 
Felt involvement is self-reported arousal or interest in an offering, activity or decision.
Felt involvement can be enduring, situational, cognitive or affective:

- Enduring involvement; long-term interest in an offering, activity or decision.
- Situational involvement; temporary interest in an offering, activity or decision, 

often caused by situational circumstances.
- Cognitive involvement; interest in thinking about and learning information 

pertinent to an offering, activity or decision.
- Affective involvement; interest in expending emotional energy and evoking 

deep feelings about an offering, activity or decision.

Consumers involved in certain decisions and behaviors are experiencing response 
involvement (interest in certain decisions and behaviors).

What affects motivation?
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- Personal relevance: something that has a direct bearing on the self and has 
potentially significant consequences or implications for our lives.

o Self-concept: our mental view of who we are and the way we think others 
view us to be.

- Values: abstract, enduring beliefs about what is right/wrong, important or 
good/bad.

- Needs: an internal state of tension caused by unbalance from an ideal/desired 
physical or psychological state.

Maslow has categorized needs into five categories: physiological (the need for food, 
water and sleep), safety (the need for shelter, protection and security), social (the need 
for affection, friendship and to belong), egoistic (the need for prestige, success, 
accomplishment and self-esteem) and self-actualization (the need for self-fulfillment and 
enriching experiences).
Needs can also be categorized as social and nonsocial needs, or as functional, symbolic 
and hedonic needs.
Social needs are externally directed and relate to other individuals.
Nonsocial needs are those for which achievement is not based on other people, but 
involve only ourselves.

Functional need: a need that motivates the search for offerings that solve consumption-
related problems.
Symbolic need: a need that relates to how we perceive ourselves, how we are perceived
by others, how we relate to others and the esteem in which we are held by others.
Hedonic need: a need that relates to sensory pleasure and reflects our inherent desires.

Needs:
-Are dynamic (satisfaction is only temporary);
-Exist in a hierarchy (some needs are more important than others);
-Can be internally or externally aroused (mostly internally activated, some needs are 
externally cued);
-Can conflict (approach-avoidance conflict, approach-approach conflict or avoidance-
avoidance conflict).

Approach-avoidance conflict: an inner struggle about acquiring or consuming an 
offering that fulfills one need but fails to fulfill another.
Approach-approach conflict: an inner struggle about which offering to acquire when 
each can satisfy an important but different need.
Avoidance-avoidance conflict: an inner struggle about which offering to acquire when 
neither can satisfy an important but different need.

A goal is a particular end state or outcome that a person would like to achieve.
Consumer goals: consumers are more likely to be involved in ads when brands are touted 
as relevant to consumers’ goals.

Goal setting and Pursuit in consumer behavior: The process of setting and pursuing 
goals is circular; how a person feels about achieving or not achieving a goal affects what 
new goals that person sets and why. This process affects the individual’s motivation to 
initiate or continue behaviors relevant to the goal that has been set.

Goals can be concrete (very specific) or abstract (endure over a long period and less 
specified) and promotion-focused (consumers are motivated to act in ways to achieve 
positive outcomes) or prevention-focused (consumers are motivated to act in ways that 
avoid negative outcomes).

The extent to which we are successful or not in attaining our goals determine how we 
feel. According to the appraisal theory, our emotions are determined by how we think 
about or appraise a situation or outcome. Emotions are based on individual’s assessment 
of a situation or an outcome and its relevance to his/her goals.
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Consumers use self-control, a process to regulate their feelings, thoughts and behavior 
in line with their long-term goals. Self-control conflicts can arise when facing decisions 
about actions related to goals that are in conflict.
The mental effort involved in making such a decision may result in ego depletion; 
outcome of decision-making effort that results in mental resources being exhausted.

Although self-control can help consumers progress toward long-term goals, exerting it can
be associated with negative feelings such as anger or regret. These connections between 
the mind and body are an example of embodiment of the mind (connection between 
mind and body that influences consumer self-control and behavior).

Marketers should keep consumer self-concept, needs, goals and self-control in mind when
planning for communications, product development and positioning, and influencing 
specific behaviors. Marketing implications exist of:

- Enhance consumer motivation to process and act on communications by making 
the information as personally relevant as possible. 

- Product development and positioning; develop goods/services with features that 
help consumers to achieve their self-control goals.

- Encourage specific behaviors by using the mind-body connection  to influence 
purchase behavior.

Perceived risk is the extent to which the consumer is uncertain about the personal 
consequences of buying, using or disposing of an offering. Perceived risk tents to be 
higher when little information is available, when the offering is new, when it has a high 
price, or is technologically complex, when brands differ in quality, etc.

Types of perceived risk:
- Performance risk: the possibility that the offering will perform less than 

expected.
- Financial risk: the extent to which buying, using or disposing of an offering is 

perceived to have the potential to create financial harm.
- Physical (safety) risk: the extent to which buying, using or disposing of an 

offering is perceived to have the potential to create physical harm or harm one’s 
safety.

- Social risk: the extent to which buying, using or disposing of an offering is 
perceived to have the potential to do harm to one’s social standing.

- Psychological risk: the extent to which buying, using or disposing of an offering 
is perceived to have the potential to harm one’s sense of self and thus create 
negative emotions.

- Time risk: the extent to which buying, using or disposing of an offering is 
perceived to have the potential to lead to loss of time.

The second factor influencing motivation is the extent to which new information is 
consistent with previously acquired knowledge or attitudes. We try to eliminate or at least
understand inconsistency.

Motivation will not result in action unless a consumer has the ability to process 
information, make decisions and engage in behaviors. Ability is the extent to which 
consumers have the resources needed to make an outcome happen.
The following can affect consumers’ abilities to process information and make decisions:

- Financial resources; e.g. hire a financial planner for investment guidance.
- Cognitive resources; knowledge about and experience of an offering.
- Emotional resources; ability to experience empathy and sympathy can affect 

processing information and making decisions.
- Physical resources; physical capabilities can affect how, when, where and 

whether consumers make decisions and actions.
- Social and cultural resources; social relationships and the cultural knowledge 

and experience consumers have can affect their acquisition, consumption and 
disposition behavior.

- Education and age; relate to the ability to process information and make 
decisions.
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The final factor affecting whether motivation results in action is consumers’  opportunity
to engage in behavior. Even when motivation and ability are high, someone may not take 
action or make decisions because of three key influences:

- Lack of time;
- Distraction;
- The complexity, amount, repetition and control of information.

Companies can play some role in enhancing opportunity:
- Repeating marketing communications (increases the likelihood that consumers will

notice and eventually process them).
- Reducing time pressure (can lessen distractions for consumers).
- Reducing the time needed to buy, use and learn about an offering (allows 

consumers more opportunities to process information and act on their decisions).
- Offering information when and where consumers can choose to access it (will open

more opportunities for processing and acting on information).

Chapter 3: From Exposure to Comprehension
From exposure to comprehension: Before a consumer can pay attention to a marketing 
stimulus, he/she must be exposed to it. When you allocate mental resources to a 
stimulus, you can bperceive it and, finally, comprehend what it is, in the context of what 
you already know.

Exposure is the process by which the consumer comes in physical contact with a 
stimulus. A marketing stimuli contains information about offerings communicated 
either by the marketer (like ads) or by nonmarketing sources (like word of mouth).

Factors influencing exposure are the position of an ad within a medium, product 
distribution and shelf placement.
Consumers can and do actively seek out certain stimuli and avoid or resist viewing at 
others (= selective exposure).

While exposure reflects whether consumers encounter a stimulus, attention reflects how
much mental activity a consumer devotes to a stimulus.

Characteristics of attention:
- Attention is limited; consumers cannot attend to all stimuli in the environment.
- Attention is selective; consumers need to select what to pay attention to and 

simultaneously what not to pay attention to.
- Attention can be divided; attentional resources can be divided, allocating some 

attention to one task and some to another.

These three characteristics of attention raise questions about what happens when we 
focus on a stimulus (focal attention) while simultaneously being exposed to other stimuli 
(nonfocal attention).

- Preattentive processing: the nonconscious processing of stimuli in peripheral 
vision. 

- Hemispheric lateralization: our ability to process preattentively deponds on 
whether the stimulus in peripheral vision is a picture or a word and whether it is 
placed to the right side or the left side of the focal item.

- Preattentive processing, brand name liking and choice: consumers will like a brand
name more if they have processed it preattentively than if they have not been 
exposed to it yet.

Marketers can use various methods to get consumers’ attention:
- Make stimuli personally relevant;
- Make stimuli pleasant (use attractive models, music and humor);
- Make stimuli surprising (use novelty, unexpectedness or a puzzle);
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- Make stimuli easy to process:
o Prominent stimuli: the intensity of stimuli that causes them to stand out 

relative to the environment.
o Concrete stimuli: the extent to which a stimulus is capable of being 

imagined.
o Amount of competing stimuli: easier to process when few things surround 

the stimuli to compete for attention.
o Contrast with competing stimuli: contrast captures attention (color versus 

black-and-white).

When a stimulus becomes familiar, it can lose its attention-getting ability, called 
habituation. 

After  a consumer is exposed to a stimulus and has at least devoted some attention to it, 
a consumer is in a position to perceive it. Perception: the process of determining the 
properties of stimuli using vision, hearing, taste, smell and touch. Consumers constantly 
and mostly automatically determine properties of marketing stimuli using their senses 
and knowledge of the world.

Sensory marketing: the process of systematically managing consumers’ perception and 
experiences of marketing stimuli, by focusing on appealing to the five senses.

When do we perceive stimuli?
- Absolute threshold: the minimal level of stimulus intensity needed to detect a 

stimulus (that point at which you first see it).
- Differential threshold (just noticeable difference j.n.d.):  the intensity 

difference needed between two stimuli before they are perceived to be different.

Weber’s law: the stronger the initial stimulus, the greater the additional intensity 
needed for the second stimulus to be perceived as different.  
It is the difference/ the smallest change in a stimulus, divided by the original stimulus.

Subliminal perception: the activation of sensory receptors by stimuli presented below 
the perceptual threshold of conscious awareness. This differs from preattentive 
processing, in that in the case of preattentive processing our attention is directed at 
something other than the stimulus. With subliminal perception our attention is directed 
squarely at the stimulus that is being presented subliminally.

Consumers tend not to perceive a single stimulus in isolation, but they organize and 
integrate it in the context of the other things around it.
Perceptual organization: the process by which stimuli are organized into meaningful 
units, making multiple simple stimuli into one unified whole.
Figure and ground: the principle that people interpret stimuli in the context of a 
background.

Closure refers to the fact that individuals have a need to organize perceptions so that 
they form a meaningful whole.
Grouping refers to the fact that we often group stimuli to form a unified picture or 
impression, making it easier to process them.
Bias for the whole means that consumers perceive more value in the whole of 
something than in two or more parts that are equivalent to the whole.

After our senses have perceived a stimulus, we have to identify it and understand what 
the message conveys. These are the two critical elements in comprehension (the 
process of extracting higher-order meaning from what we have perceived in the context 
of what we already know).
Source identification is the process of determining what the stimulus that we have 
detected actually is. It is the rapid, almost automatic process of determining what the 
stimulus contains.
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Objective comprehension: the extent to which consumers accurately understand the 
message a sender intended to communicate.
Subjective comprehension: what the consumer understands from the message, 
regardless of whether this understanding is accurate.
Miscomprehension: occurs when consumers inaccurately construe the meaning 
contained in a message.

The process starts with source identification (what is it actually), continues with message 
comprehension (what about it?), including objective comprehension (accurately 
understanding what is stated) and subjective comprehension (what consumers 
understand from the message).

Effect of MAO
Consumers may not comprehend a marketing message when they have low motivation 
and limited opportunity to process it, when the message is complex, shown for only a few
seconds or is viewed only once or twice.

Effect of culture
Consumers in low-context (e.g. North America and northern Europe) cultures generally 
separate the words and meanings of a communication from the context in which the 
message appears. In High-context cultures (e.g. Asia) much of a message’s meaning is 
implied indirectly and communicated nonverbally rather than stated explicitly through 
words.

Specific elements of the marketing mix can affect the correct or incorrect inferences 
consumers make about an offering curing comprehension. Inferences are the 
conclusions that consumers draw or interpretations that they form based on the message.
Such inferences may lead to conclusions (e.g. high prices means high quality). Think of 
the effects of brand names, symbols, product features, packaging, price retail 
atmospherics, displays and distribution.

Chapter 4: Memory and Knowledge
Consumer memory is the persistence of learning over time, via the storage and 
retrieval of information, either consciously or unconsciously.
Retrieval: the process of remembering or accessing what was previously stored in 
memory.

We may retain information in memory for an instant, for a few minutes or a long time, 
depending on the type of memory employed:

- Sensory memory: the ability to temporarily store input from all our five senses. 
Information is stored automatically and retained only briefly.

- Working memory: the portion of memory where we interpret incoming 
information and keep it available for further processing. It is where most of your 
conscious information processing takes place. Imagery (realistic imagery) can 
improve the amount of information processed, can stimulate future choice and can
improve consumer satisfaction.

- Long-term memory: that part of memory where information is permanently 
stored for later use. 

o Episodic memory (autobiographical): knowledge we have about 
ourselves and our personal past experiences. It is important for improving 
the leverage power of episodic memory to promote empathy and 
identification, to cue and preserve episodic memories and to reinterpret 
past consumption experiences.

o Semantic memory: general knowledge about an entity, detached from 
specific episodes.
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Memory can be:
- Explicit memory: when consumers are consciously aware that they remember 

something. 
- Implicit memory: memory without any conscious attempt at remembering 

something. This makes it easier to process information we have encountered 
before (familiarity).

Because we must attend to something before we can remember it, many of the factors 
that affect attention also affect memory, and ultimately recognition and recall.

Recognition: the process of identifying whether we have previously encountered a 
stimulus when re-exposed to it.
Recall: the ability to retrieve information from memory without being re-exposed to it.

Finally, through elaboration, we transfer information into long-term memory by 
processing it at deeper levels.

Marketers can apply the following techniques to help consumers remember 
brands/communications/offerings:

- Chunking: providing larger bits of information that chunk together smaller bits, to 
increase the likelihood that information is transferred to long-term memory.

- Rehearsal: using tactics such as jingles, sounds and slogans to stimulate rehearsal.
- Recirculation: creating different ads that repeat the same basic message and 

repeating the brand name frequently.
- Elaboration: unexpected or novel stimuli can attract attention and create 

elaboration.

Knowledge content reflects the information we have already learned and stored in 
memory about brands, companies, stores, etc.
Knowledge structure describes how we organize knowledge (both episodic and semantic) 
in memory.

Knowledge content is not stored in memory as random facts, content takes the form of 
schemas or scripts.

- Schema: the set of associations linked to a concept; semantic knowledge about 
‘what’ objects and people are, and what they mean to a consumer.

- Script: a special type of schema that represents knowledge of a sequence of 
actions involved in performing an activity; procedural knowledge about ‘how’ do 
things with the objects and people are related to episodic memory.

Associations in a network/schema are linked, therefore activating one part of the 
associative network leads to spreading of activation: the process by which retrieving a 
concept or association spreads to the retrieval of a related concept or association.

Priming: the increased sensitivity to certain concepts and associations due to prior 
experience based on implicit memory (spreading of activation is unconscious).

For schemas, three dimensions are crucial in building and maintaining strong brands; 
favorability of associations for the product/offering, uniqueness of associations and 
salience (how easily it comes to the mind).

A brand image is a specific type of schema that captures what a brand stands for and 
how favorably consumers view it.
Schemas can include specific associations that reflect the brand’s personality (the way 
that the consumer would describe the brand if it were a person).

Understanding the associations that consumers see as part of themselves helps 
marketers to create, maintain, change and protect brand images and personalities.
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- Creating brand images and personalities: the marketer has to create a schema, 
image and personality for new products to help consumers understand what it is 
and what it can do for them.

- Creating brand extensions: a brand extension is using the name of a product 
with a well-developed image on a product in a different category, so that 
consumers can transfer the associations from the original brand. If consumers 
have positive feelings of the original brand, it will improve evaluations of the brand
extension.

- Maintaining brand images and personalities: over time, consistent advertising can 
help accomplishing this.

- Changing brand images and personalities: when a brand becomes stale, outdated 
or linked to negative associations, marketers need to add new and positive 
associations.

- Protecting brand images and personalities: the way companies respond to a crisis 
(like a product causing health problems) affects its brand image, but prior 
consumer expectations also play a role.

Taxonomic category: how consumers classify a group of objects in memory in an 
orderly, often hierarchical way, based on their similarity to one another.

Prototype: the best example of a cognitive (mental) category; the main point of 
comparison (e.g. McDonalds for fast-food restaurants). 
Prototypicality: when an object is representative of its category (e.g. Burger King for 
fast-food category).

Hierarchical structure of taxonomic categories:
- Subordinate level: e.g. beverages
- Basic level: tea, coffee, soft drinks
- Subordinate level: herbal, diet, non-diet
- Category members/exemplars/prototypes: Lipton, Pepsi, Coca Cola
- Features/associations: low calorie, caffeine

When an associative network (schema) contains attributes that are linked in the 
consumer’s mind, these attributes are correlated. Knowledge about correlated attributes 
or benefits can significantly affect consumers’ inferences about a new brand and the 
kinds of communications marketers need to create to overcome potentially false 
inferences.

Knowledge flexibility
The content and structure of a consumer’s associative networks and categorizations are 
flexible and adaptable to the requirements of the tasks that he or she faces. This 
flexibility depends on the consumer’s specific goals and the time to implement these 
goals.

Goal-derived category: things viewed as belonging in the same category because they 
serve the same goals.

Construal level theory: theory describing the different levels of abstractness in the 
associations that a consumer has about concepts (people, products, brands and 
activities) and how the consumer’s psychological distance from these concepts influences
his or her behavior.

Marketers want consumers to store information in memory, properly categorized, with 
favorable unique associations, and want consumers to retrieve this information from 
memory when making decisions.

Three elements contribute to retrieval failures:
- Decay: the weakening of memory strength over time.
- Interference: when the strength of a memory deteriorates over time because of 

competing memories.
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- Primacy and recency effect: the tendency to show greater memory for 
information that comes first or last in a sequence.

Memory is not always accurate or complete and may be subject to selection, confusion 
and distortion.
Given the importance of retrieval, marketers need to understand how they can enhance 
the likelihood that consumers will remember something about specific brands. Retrieval is
affected by the characteristics of the stimulus, what the stimulus is linked to, the way the 
stimulus is processed and the consumer’s characteristics.

Key characteristics that affect retrieval:
- Salience: salient objects tend to attract attention and induce greater elaboration 

(thus create stronger memories).
- Prototypicality: we are better able to recognize and recall prototypical brands 

because these have been frequently rehearsed and recirculated and are linked to 
many other concepts in memory.

- Redundant cues: memory is enhanced when the information items to be learned 
seem to go together naturally.

- The medium in which the stimulus is processed: researchers are exploring whether
certain media are more effective than others at enhancing consumer memory (e.g.
compared to magazines television may be more effective).

Retrieval cue: a stimulus that facilitates the activation of memory (e.g. packages 
sometimes contain information that helps consumers remember what they saw in an ad).

Chapter 5: Attitudes Based on High Effort
An attitude is an overall evaluation that expresses how much we like or dislike an 
objects, issue, person or action (relatively global and enduring). 

Attitudes are important because they:
- Guide our thoughts = cognitive function
- Influence our feelings = affective function
- Affect out behavior = connative function

Characteristics of attitudes:
- Favorability: the degree to which we like or dislike something.
- Attitude accessibility: how easily an attitude can be remembered (memory 

retrieval).
- Attitude confidence (strength): how strongly we hold an attitude.
- Attitude persistence: how long our attitude lasts.
- Attitude resistance: how difficult it is to change an attitude.
- Ambivalence: when our evaluations regarding a brand are mixed (both positive 

and negative).

Consumers can form attitudes in four basic ways, depending on whether elaboration is 
high or low and whether the processing is cognitive or affective. 

Central-route processing: the attitude formation and change process when effort is 
high.
Peripheral-route processing: the attitude formation and change process when effort is
low.

Cognitive models that explain how thoughts are related to attitudes in high-effort 
situations:

- Direct or imagined experience: elaborating on actual experience with a product or 
service improves forming an attitude.

- Reasoning by analogy or category: forming attitudes by considering how similar a 
product is to other products or to a particular product category.
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- Values-driven attitudes: attitude-shaping based on individual values (e.g. 
environmental protection).

- Social identity-based attitude generation: the way consumers view their own social
identities can play a role in forming their attitudes towards products or brands.

- Analytical processes of attitude formation: using a more analytical process of 
attitude formation, in which, after being exposed to marketing stimuli or other 
information, consumers form attitudes based on their cognitive responses (= 
thoughts in response to a communication).

Cognitive responses to communications:
- Counterarguments (CAs): thoughts that express disagreement with the 

message.
- Support arguments (SAs): thoughts that express agreement with the message.
- Source derogations (SDs): thoughts that discount or attack the message source.

CAs and SDs in particular, result in less favorable initial attitude or resistance to attitude 
change.

Belief discrepancy: when a message is different from what consumers believe. This 
creates more counterarguments because consumers want to maintain their existing belief
structures by arguing against the message.

Expectancy-value models: analytical processes that explain how consumers form and 
change attitudes, based on the beliefs or knowledge they have about an object or action 
and their evaluation of these particular beliefs.

Theory of reasoned action (TORA): provides an expanded picture of how, when and 
why attitudes predict consumer behavior. In which behavior (B) is a function of a 
person’s behavioral intention (BI), which in turn is determined by the person’s 
attitude towards the act (Aact) and the subjective norms (SN) that operate the 
situation.

Theory of planned behavior (TOPB): an extension of the TORA model, that predicts 
behaviors over which consumers perceive they have control. 

How marketing communications can affect consumers’ cognitively based attitudes when 
processing effort is extensive (high-effort):

- Source creditability: in many messages, information is presented by a 
spokesperson, mostly a celebrity or actor, a company representative or a real 
consumer. The creditability (the extent to which the source is trustworthy, expert
or has status) of these sources and of the company influence attitudes.
Sleeper effect: consumers forget the source of a message more quickly than 
they forget the message.

- Company reputation: when communications do not feature an actual person, 
consumers judge creditability by the reputation of the company delivering the 
message.

- Argument quality: one of the most critical factors affecting whether a message is 
credible concerns whether it uses strong arguments. A strong argument is a 
presentation that features the best or central merits of a n offering in a convincing
manner.

- One- versus two-sided messages: most marketing messages only present positive 
information. These are called one-sided messages. Some messages however, 
contain both positive and negative information; two-sided messages. This can 
be effective since it makes the message more credible.

- Comparative messages: show how much better the offering is than a competitor’s.
Two types of comparative messages have been identified: indirect comparative 
advertising and direct comparative advertising. These messages are especially 
effective when they contain  other elements that make them believable (such as 
objective claims).
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When affective involvement with an object or decision is high, consumers can experience 
strong emotional reactions to or engagement with a stimulus. Engagement refers to the 
extent to which consumers are emotionally connected to a product or ad.

When consumers are emotionally involved in a message, they tend to process it on a 
general level rather than analytically. This process involves the generation of images or 
feelings called affective response.

Emotional appeal: a message designed to elicit an emotional response.

Cognition can still influence whether experienced feelings will affect consumer attitudes. 
For feelings to have a direct impact on attitudes, consumers must cognitively link them to
the offering.
When MAO and effort are high, and attitudes are affectively based, several strategies can 
be employed to change attitudes:

-        The source
o Perceived attractiveness; a source characteristic that evokes favorable 

attitudes if a source is physically attractive, likable familiar or similar to 
ourselves.

o Match-up hypothesis: idea that the source must be appropriate for the 
product/service.

-        The message
o Emotional appeals: using appeals that elicit emotions such as love, 

desire, joy, hope, anger, shame, etc. Disgust can be a powerful emotion 
that can engender negative attitudes and purchase intentions.

o Emotional contagion: a message designed to induce consumers to 
vicariously experience a depicted emotion.

o Fear appeals: these appeals attempt o elicit fear or anxiety by stressing 
the negative consequences of either engaging or not engaging in particular
behavior.
Terror management theory (TMT): a theory which deals with how we 
cope with the threat of death by defending our world view of values and 
beliefs.

Although most attitude research has focused on consumers’ attitude towards the brand, 
some evidence suggests that the overall attitude toward the ad (Aad) in which the 
brand is advertised will influence consumers’ brand attitudes and behavior.

Three factors have been fund to lead to a positive Aad in high effort situations:
1) Informative ads tend to be better liked and to generate positive responses 

(utilitarian (or functional) dimension).
2) Consumers can like an ad if it creates positive feelings or emotions (Hedonic 

dimension).
3) Consumers can like an ad because it is interesting (it arouses curiosity and 

attracts attention).

Factors that affect whether a consumer’s attitudes will influence his or her behavior:
- Level of involvement/elaboration: attitudes are more likely to predict behavior 

when cognitive involvement is high and consumers elaborate or think extensively 
about the information that gives rise to their attitudes.

- Knowledge and experience: attitudes are more likely to be strongly held and 
predictive of behavior when the consumer is knowledgeable about or experienced 
with the object of the attitude.

- Analysis of reasons: research shows that asking consumers to analyze their 
reasons for brand preference increases the link between attitude and behavior in 
situations in which behavior is measured soon after attitudes are measured.

- Accessibility of attitudes: attitudes are more strongly related to behavior when 
they are accessible or ‘top of mind’.
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- Attitude confidence: sometimes we are more certain about our evaluations than 
we are at other times; confidence tends to be stronger when the attitude is based 
on more (trustworthy) information.

- Attitude-behavior relationship over time: when consumers are exposed to an ad 
but do not actually try the product, their attitude confidence declines over time.

- Emotional attachment: emotional attachment to a brand is a stronger predictor of 
actual purchase behavior than brand attitudes.

- Situational factors: intervening situational factors can prevent a behavior from 
being performed and can thus weaken the attitude-behavior relationship.

- Normative factors: according to the TORA model, normative factors (=what the 
consumer thinks someone else wants him or her to do; social pressure) are likely 
to affect the attitude-behavior relationship.

- Personality variables: certain personality types are more likely to exhibit stronger 
attitude-behavior relationships than others. 

Chapter 6: Attitudes Based on Low Effort

Low-effort situation: when consumers are either unwilling or unable to exert a lot of effort 
or devote emotional resources to processing the central idea behind a marketing 
communication.

Peripheral route to persuasion: aspects other than key message arguments that are 
used to influence attitudes.
Peripheral cues: easily processed aspects of a message, such as music, an attractive 
source, picture or humor.

Attitudes can be formed unconsciously as well as cognitively and affectively in low-effort 
situations, although not in the same way as they are in high-effort situations. Low-effort 
cognition involves simple beliefs, and affect involves mere exposure, classical and 
evaluative conditioning, attitude toward the ad, and mood.

Two unconscious influences are researched:
- Thin-slice judgments: evaluations made after very brief observations.
- Body feedback: own physical reactions (mind-body connections) can influence 

attitudes and behavior.

Cognitive bases of attitudes when consumer effort is low:
- Simple inferences: forming beliefs based on peripheral cues.
- Endorsement: consumers can form simple beliefs based on attributions or 

explanations for an endorsement.
- Heuristics: consumers can aid judgments by forming simple rules of thumb that 

are used to make judgments.
o Frequency heuristic: belief based on the number of supporting 

arguments or amount of repetition.
- Truth effect: when consumers believe a statement simply because it has been 

repeated a number of times, this could result in stronger beliefs.

Three characteristics of a communication:
-        Communication source

o  Characteristics of the source play an important role in influencing 
consumers’ beliefs when their processing effort is low.

-        The message
o Category- and schema-consistent information: in designing ads for 

low-effort consumers, marketers pay close attention to the immediate 
associations consumers have about easily processed visual and verbal 
information, and those associations are consistent with category and 
schema information.
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o Message arguments: the frequency heuristic can also affect consumers’ 
beliefs about the message. Consumers form a belief based on the number 
of supporting arguments.

o Simple messages: in low-processing situations a simple message is more 
likely to be effective since consumers will not have to process a lot of 
information; use only key points.

o Involving messages: increasing consumers’ situational involvement with 
the message to ensure that the information is received, by increasing the 
extent to which consumers engage in self-referencing or relating the 
message to their own experience or self-image.

-        Context and repetition
o The constant repetition of a message increases recall through effortless or 

incidental learning (learning that occurs from repetition rather than from 
conscious processing).

Self-referencing: relating a message to one’s own experience or self-image.
Mystery ad: an ad in which the brand is not identified until the end of the message (to 
arouse consumers’ curiosity).

Attitudes can also be based on consumers’ affective or emotional reactions to easily 
processed peripheral cues:

- The mere exposure effect: when familiarity leads to a consumer’s liking an 
objects.

o Wearout: becoming bored with a stimulus, brand attitudes become 
negative.

- Classical conditioning: producing a response to a stimulus by repeatedly pairing
it with another stimulus that automatically produces this response.

- Evaluative conditioning: a special case of classical conditioning, producing an 
affective response by repeatedly pairing a neutral conditioned stimulus with an 
emotionally-charged unconditioned stimulus.

o Conditioned stimulus: something that does not automatically elicit an 
involuntary response itself.

o Unconditioned stimulus: something that does automatically elicit an 
involuntary response.

- Attitude toward the ad: consumers sometimes like an ad so much that they 
transfer their positive feelings from the ad to the brand.

o Dual-mediation hypothesis: explains how attitudes toward the ad 
influence brand attitudes and intentions, via the relationship between 
consumers’ liking of an ad and brand attitude.

- Mood: a stimulus can create a positive or negative mood, and this mood can 
affect the consumer’s  reactions to any other stimulus. Mood can bias attitudes in 
a mood-congruent direction. 

Research identified three major categories of affective responses:
1. SEVA (surgency, elation, vigor and activation); is present when the communication

puts the consumer in a upbeat or happy mood.
2. Deactivation feelings; include soothing, relaxing, quiet or pleasant responses.
3. Social affection; feelings of warmth, tenderness and caring.

Marketers can use marketing communications to induce favorable attitudes based on 
affective processes when consumers motivation, ability and opportunity, and effort are 
low.

Characteristics influencing affective attitudes:
- The source (attractiveness, likability);
- The message (attractive pictures, pleasant music, humor, sex, emotionally 

involving messages);
- The context (repetition, program or editorial context).
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Transformational advertising: ads that try to increase emotional involvement with the 
product or service.

Part 3 – The Process of Making Decisions

Chapter 7: Problem Recognition and Information Search
The consumer decision process begins when the consumer identifies a consumption 
problem that needs to be solved. Problem recognition is the perceived difference 
between an ideal and an actual state.

- Ideal state: the way we want things to be. It is an function of expectations and 
future goals or aspirations.

- Actual state: the way things actually are (real situation). Often influenced by 
physical factors.

After problem recognition, the consumer will begin the decision process to solve the 
problem. The next step is internal search: the process of recalling stored information 
from memory.

From internal search, four kinds of information is retrieved:
1. Recall of brands; consumers tend to recall brands via the consideration / 

evoked set: the subset of top-of-mind brands evaluated when making a choice. 
Consumers increasingly recall a brand when the brand is prototypically, familiar, if 
it links goals and usage situations, preferred brand or the retrieved cues.

2. Recall of attributes; is easier based on the following variables: accessibility or 
availability, diagnosticity (diagnostic information: helps us discriminate among 
objects), salience (salient attribute: attribute that is top of mind or more 
important), determinance (attribute determinance: attribute that is both salient
and diagnostic), vividness and goals.

3. Recall of evaluations; because memory for specific details decays over time, we 
find overall evaluations or attitudes easier to remember than specific attribute 
information.

4. Recall of experiences; recall of autobiographical memory in the form of specific 
images and the effect associated with them.

Biases that alter the nature of internal search:
- Confirmation bias: tendency to recall information that reinforces or confirms our 

overall beliefs rather than contradicting them, thereby making our judgment or 
decision more positive than it should be.

- Inhibition: the recall of one attribute inhibiting the recall of another.
- Mood: consumers engaged in internal search are most likely to recall information, 

feelings and experiences that match their mood.
When consumers need more information or are uncertain about recalled information. 
They engage in external search: the process of collecting information from outside 
sources, like magazines, dealers and ads.

- Prepurchase search: a search for information that aids a specific acquisition 
decision.

- Ongoing search: a search that occurs regularly, regardless of whether the 
consumer is making a choice.

Key aspects of the external search process:
- The source of information;
- The extent of external search;
- The content of external search;

- Search typologies;
- The process or order of the 

search.
-
- Consumers can acquire information from the following external sources:
- Retailer search; visits or calls to stores/dealers.
- Media and social media search; information from advertising, online ads, 

manufacturer sponsored websites, social media and forums.
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- Interpersonal search; advice from friends, relatives, colleagues, etc.
- Independent search; contact with independent sources of information, like books, 

government pamphlets, etc.
- Experiential search; using product samples or product/service trials.
-
- As the motivation to process information increases, external search will generally 

be more extensive. Six factors increase our motivation to conduct an external 
search:

1. Involvement and perceived risk (higher situational involvement will lead to greater
prepurchase search, while enduring involvement relates to an ongoing search and 
thus interest).

2. Perceived costs and benefits; external search activity is greater when its perceived
benefits are high relative to its costs.

3. Consideration set; if the set contains a number of attractive alternatives, 
consumers will be motivated to engage more in external search to decide which 
alternative to select.

4. Relative brand uncertainty; when consumers are uncertain about which brand is 
the best, they engage more in external search.

5. Attitudes toward the search; some consumers like to search for information, others
don’t.

6. Level of discrepancy of new information; when consumers encounter something 
new in their environment, they will try to categorize it by using their stored 
knowledge.

-
- External search is also strongly influenced by the consumer’s ability to process 

information. There are three variables that affect the extent of external 
information search: consumer knowledge, cognitive abilities and demographics.

-
- Consumers who have the motivation and ability to search for information, must 

still have the opportunity to process that information before an extensive search 
can take place. Situational factors affecting the search process include the amount
of information, the information format, the time available and the number of items
being chosen.

-
- Consumers can be just as biased in external search as they are during internal 

search. Therefore external search is not always accurate.
-
- External search follows a series of sequential steps that can provide further insight

into the consumer’s decision, including orientation (getting an overview of the 
product display), evaluation (comparing options on key attributes) and verification 
(conforming the choice).

-
- Consumers tend to process either by brand or by attitude. Attribute search is 

easier and preferred, but often the information is not organized to facilitate such 
processing.

- Chapter 8: Judgment and Decision Making Based on High Effort
- After problem recognition and search, consumers can engage in some form of 

judgment or decision making, which can vary in terms of processing effort. 
Judgments (evaluation of an object or estimate of likelihood of an outcome or 
event) serve as inputs into decision making, which can be cognitively or affectively
based.

- There are judgments about likelihood, goodness or badness and mental and 
emotional accounting.

-
-        Judgments of likelihood and goodness/badness
- Estimation of likelihood (judging how likely it is that something will occur) 

appear in many consumer context. Judgment of goodness/badness reflect our 
evaluation of the desirability of the offering’s features. When making judgments 
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about likelihood or goodness/badness, consumers often employ an anchoring 
and adjustment process (starting with an initial evaluation and adjusting it with 
additional information). Finally, imagery (imagining an event in order to make a 
judgment) also plays a major role in these judgments.

-
-        Judgments about mental and emotional accounting
- Consumers use mental accounting to categorize spending and saving decisions 

into ‘accounts’ we mentally designate for specific consumption transactions, goals 
or situations. Emotional accounting suggests that the intensity of the positive or
negative feelings associated with each ‘account’ is another important influence on
buying behavior.

-
- Biases in judgment processes:
- Confirmation bias: consumers are susceptible to a confirmation bias and will focus 

on judgments that confirm what they already believe and will hold those 
judgments with more confidence.

- Self-positivity bias: making judgments about the extent to which they or others are
vulnerable to having bad things happen to them.

- Negativity bias: consumers give negative information more weight than positive 
information.

- Mood bias: mood can serve as the initial anchor for a judgment, mood can bias 
consumers’ judgments by reducing their search for and attention to negative 
information and mood can bias judgments by making consumers overconfident 
about the judgments they are reaching.

- Prior brand evaluations: judging a brand based on their past exposure to it.
- Prior experience: consumers learn from previous experiences, which can be helpful

but may also bias judgments during future decisions.
- Difficulty of mental calculations: when comparing offerings, the ease or difficulty 

of calculating the difference will affect consumers’ judgment of the size of these 
differences.

-
- Consumers often start with deciding whether brands fall into an inept set (options

that are unacceptable when making a decision), an inert set (options toward 
which consumers are indifferent) and a consideration set (those consumers 
want to choose among).

-
- Attraction effect: when the addition of an inferior brand to a consideration set 

increases the attractiveness of the dominant brand (e.g. introducing a higher-
priced option, that makes the lower-priced option look like a better deal).

-
- The relevance and importance of various decision criteria depend on:
- Consumers’ goals; affect the criteria that will drive a consumer’s choice.
- The timing of their decision; the construal level theory relates to how we think 

about an offering, and timing is an aspect that affects which criteria drive our 
choices.

- How the decision is framed or represented; decision framing (the frame is the 
initial reference point or anchor in the decision process).

-
- Cognitive decision making models describe the process by which consumers 

combine items of information about attributes to reach a decision.
- Affective decision making models describe the process by which consumers 

base their decision on feelings and emotions. 
-
- Two types of cognitive models:
- Compensatory model: a mental cost-benefit analysis model in which negative 

features can be compensated for by positive ones.
- Noncompensatory model: a simple decision model in which negative 

information leads to rejection of the option. They require less cognitive effort 
because consumers set up cutoff levels (for each attribute, the point at which a 
brand is rejected with a noncompensatory model).
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-
- In decision-making, consumers may evaluate one brand at a time, called brand 

processing.
- Compensatory brand processing model: 

o Multiattribute expectance-value model (e.g. TORA): in which 
consumers tend to give more weight to those attributes that are 
compatible with their goals.

- Non-compensatory brand processing model:
o Conjunctive model: a model that sets minimal cutoffs to reject ‘bad’ 

options.
o Disjunctive model: a model that sets acceptable cutoffs to find options 

that are ‘good’.
-
- In decision-making, consumers may also evaluate one attribute at a time, called 

attribute processing.
- Compensatory attribute processing model:

o Additive difference model: model in which brands are compared by 
attribute, two brands at a time.

- Non-compensatory attribute processing model:
o Lexicographic model: model that compares brands by attributes, one at 

a time in order of importance.
o Elimination-by-aspects model: Similar to the lexicographic model but 

adds the notion of acceptable cutoffs.
-
- Decisions of consumers also depend on whether the consumer is motivated to 

seek gains or to avoid losses. According to prospect theory, losses loom larger 
than gains for consumers even when the two outcomes are of the same 
magnitude.

-
- Endowment effect: when ownership increases the value of an item.
-
- Consumers sometimes make purchase decisions based on how they feel, as 

opposed to product attributes. 
- Appraisal theory examines how our emotions are determined by the way that we 

think about or ‘appraise’ the situation.
-
- Consumers’ predictions of what they will feel in the future, called affective 

forecasting, can influence the choices they make today. We can forecast how we 
think we will feel as a result of a decision, how intensely we will have this feeling 
and how long this feeling will last.

-
- Consumers sometimes need to choose from a set of options that cannot be 

directly compared on the same attributes. In making these noncomparable 
decisions, consumers adopt either:

- an alternative-based strategy (making a noncomparable choice based on an 
overall evaluation) called top-down processing, or 

- an attribute-based strategy (making a noncomparable choice by making 
abstract representations of comparable attributes) called bottom-up processing.

-
- The following characteristics affect consumer decisions:
- Consumer characteristics: 

o Expertise, mood, time pressure;
o Extremeness aversion: options that are extreme on some attributes are 

less attractive than those with a moderate level of those attributes.
 Compromise effect: when a brand gains share because it is an 

intermediate rather than an extreme option.
 Attribute balancing: picking a brand because it scores equally 

well on certain attributes rather than faring unequally on these 
attributes.
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o Metacognitive experiences: how the information is processed beyond 
the content of the decision.

- Characteristics of the decision:
o Information availability, information format and trivial attributes (arguing 

that the presence of the trivial, unimportant attribute may be useful after 
all).

- Group context:
o In a group, consumers face three types of individual-group goals: 

 Self-presentation (convey an image through the decision made in 
group context);

 Minimizing regret (risk averse consumers want to minimize regret 
by making choices similar to the group);

 Information gathering (learn more about choices through interaction
with group members).

-

- Chapter 9 : Judgment and Decision Making Based on Low Effort
- When MAO is low, individuals are motivated to simplify the cognitive process by 

using two types of heuristics:
- Representativeness heuristic: making a judgment by simply comparing a 

stimulus with the category prototype or exemplar.
- Availability heuristic: basing judgments on events that are easier to recall.
-
- These judgments are biased because we tend to ignore base-rate information 

(how often an event really occurs on average).  A related bias is the law of small 
numbers, whereby people expect information obtained from a small sample to 
represent the larger population.

-
- The low-effort decision-making process can be unconscious and sometimes 

consciously, but with low effort.
- Unconscious low-effort decision making: choices that are strongly affected by 

environmental stimuli.
- Conscious low-effort decision making: decisions based on certain beliefs about 

each alternative.
-
- The traditional hierarchy of effects (sequential steps used in decision making: 

thinking > feeling > behavior) does not apply to all decision-making situations. 
- Low-effort hierarchy of effects: follows the sequence of thinking > behaving > 

feeling.
-
- A decision process probably does occur in low-effort situations, but it is simpler, 

involves less effort and is qualitatively different from processes that occur when 
MAO is high. Two other factors influence the low-MAO decision process. First, the 
goal is not necessarily to find the best possible brand (optimizing). Consumers are 
more willing to satisfice (finding a brand that satisfies a need even though the 
brand may not be the best brand). Second, most low-elaboration decisions are 
made frequently and repeatedly. Consumers will rely on previous information and 
judgments of (dis)satisfaction from consumption.

-
- In these repeat-purchase situations, consumers can develop decision heuristics, 

called choice tactics: simple rules of thumb used to make low-effort decisions.
-
- Operant conditioning: the view that behavior is a function of reinforcements 

and punishments received in the past.
- Reinforcement: a feeling of satisfaction that occurs when consumers perceive that 

our needs have been adequately met.
- Punishment: a bad experience with a product or service can form a negative 

evaluation of it, and let you never purchase it again.
-
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- Cognitive-based decision making tactics as simplifying strategy:
- Performance-related tactics: based on benefits, features or evaluations of the 

brand.
- Habit: doing the same thing time after time.
- Brand loyalty: buying the same brand repeatedly because of a strong preference

for it.
o Multibrand loyalty: buying two or more brands repeatedly because of a 

strong preference for them (e.g. for soft drinks Coke and Sprite).
- Price-related tactics: simplifying decision heuristics that are based on price.

o Zone of acceptance: the acceptable range of prices for any purchase 
decision.

o Price perceptions: for consumers to perceive two prices as different, the 
variation must be at or above the just noticeable difference (JND).

o Deal-prone consumer: a consumer who is more likely to be influenced by
price.

- Normative choice tactics: low-elaboration decision making, that is based on 
others’ opinions, and can result from: 

o Direct influence; in which others try to manipulate us.
o Vicarious observation; in which we observe others to guide our behavior.
o Indirect influence; in which we are concerned about the opinions of others.

-
- Affect differs from cognitive strategies in that it does not necessarily result from a

conscious recognition of need satisfaction and is usually weaker than an attitude. 
Affect-related tactics (tactics based on feelings), use a form of category-based 
processing. We associate brands with affective evaluations we recall from memory
when making a choice, called affect referral.

-
- Affective-based decision making tactics as simplifying strategy:
- Brand familiarity: easy recognition of a well-known brand (mostly due to mere 

exposure effect).
o Co-branding: an arrangement by which two brands form a partnership to 

benefit from the power of both.
- Variety-seeking needs: trying something different, due to satiation and 

boredom.
o Optimal stimulation level (OSL): the level of arousal that is most 

comfortable for an individual.
o Vicarious exploration: seeking information simply for stimulation.

- Buying on impulse: the decision process based on a strong affective component 
where consumers suddenly decide to purchase something they had not planned 
on buying.

o Impulse purchases are characterized by: an intense or overwhelming 
feeling of having to buy the product immediately, a disregard for 
potentially negative purchase consequences, feelings of euphoria and 
excitement and a conflict between control and indulgence.

-

- Chapter 10: Post-Decision Processes
- Decisions do not always end after consumers have made a choice or purchase. 

Consumers may still feel uncertain about whether they made the right choice or 
may even regret their choice.

- Post-decision dissonance: a feeling of anxiety over whether the correct decision
was made.

- Post-decision regret: a feeling that one should have purchased another option.
-
- Experiences that occur during acquisition, consumption or disposition are very 

important sources of consumer knowledge for several reasons:
- Consumers tend to be more motivated to learn under these circumstances (actual 

experiencing an event is more involving and interesting than being told about it).
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- Information acquired from experience is more vivid and therefore easier to 
remember than other types of information. However this ‘own’ information is not 
always accurate and may be biased.

- Repeated exposure to ads can approximate the effect of direct experience when it 
comes to search or informational attributes such as price, resulting in consumers 
holding strong beliefs about those characteristics.

-
- Consumers can learn from experience by engaging in a process of hypothesis 

testing: testing out expectations through (past) experiences. Consumers go 
through four basic stages in testing hypotheses for learning:

1. Hypothesis generation: forming expectations about the product or service.
2. Exposure to evidence: actually experiencing the product or service.
3. Encoding of evidence: processing the information one experiences.
4. Integration of evidence: combining new information with stored knowledge.
-
- Four factors affect learning from experience:
- Motivation: motivated consumers will generate a number of hypotheses and seek 

out information to confirm or disprove them. They actively engage in the process 
of learning from experience.

- Prior knowledge or ability: affect the extent to which they learn from experience. 
When knowledge is high, consumers are likely to have well-defined beliefs and 
expectations and are unlikely to generate new hypotheses.

- Ambiguity of the information environment or lack of opportunity: ambiguity of 
information (when there is not enough information to confirm or disprove 
hypotheses) occur because many offerings are similar in quality and consumers 
can obtain little information from the experience.

- Processing biases: the confirmation bias and overconfidence can pose major 
obstacles to the learning process. These biases inhibit learning by making 
consumers avoid both negative and highly diagnostic information.

-
- Top dog: a market leader or brand that has a large market share > limitations on 

learning are advantageous because consumers will simply confirm existing beliefs 
and expectations and be overconfident.

- Underdog: a lower market share brand > they want to encourage consumer 
learning because new information may lead consumers to switch brands.

-
- Satisfaction: the feeling that results when consumers make a positive evaluation 

or feel happy with their decision.
- Dissatisfaction: the feeling that results when consumers make a negative 

evaluation or are unhappy with a decision.
-
- Thought-based judgments of (dis)satisfaction can relate to:
- Expectations and performance: the disconfirmation paradigm; it shows how 

(dis)satisfaction can occur, due to disconfirmation (the existence of a discrepancy 
between expectations and performance) which is a consequence of expectations 
(desired product/service outcomes) and performance. Positive disconfirmation 
leads to satisfaction, negative disconfirmation leads to dissatisfaction.

- Causality and blame: attribution theory; explains how individuals think about 
explanations for or causes of effects or behavior. Explanations are based on three 
factors; stability (is the cause temporary or permanent), focus (is the problem 
consumer or marketer related) and controllability (is the event under the 
customer’s or marketer’s control).

- Fairness and equity: equity theory; a theory that focuses on the fairness of 
exchanges between individuals, which helps in understanding consumer 
(dis)satisfaction. For equity to occur, the buyer must perceive fairness in the 
exchange (the perception that people’s inputs are equal to their outputs in an 
exchange. 

-
- Equity theory complements the disconfirmation paradigm; Both types of processes

can operate at the same time, however, whereas the disconfirmation paradigm 
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focuses on expectations and performance, equity theory is concerned with more 
general interpersonal norms governing what is wrong or right and with a 
consideration of outcomes for both the seller and the buyer.

-
- (Dis)satisfaction based on feelings:
- Experiences emotions (and coping with them): post-decision feeling; positive or 

negative emotions experienced while using the products or services, that can 
affect satisfaction judgments.

- Mispredictions about emotions: the difference between how we thought the 
product would make us feel and how it actually makes us feel (affective 
forecasting), can also affect satisfaction judgments.

-
- Companies should pay attention to four customer characteristics when preparing 

complaint policies:
- Customer’s perceptions of the problem (how severe is the problem);
- Customer-company relationship (how often does the customer buy);
- Customer psychographics (does the customer have a propensity to complain);
- Personal characteristics (what is the age/gender/etc.).
-
- Responses to dissatisfaction:
- Service recovery: how consumers will respond to service recovery efforts will 

depend on their expectations (e.g. give aggressive complainers feelings of 
control). Customers prefer service recovery efforts that correspond to the type of 
failure experienced.

- Negative W-O-M: dissatisfied customers are often motivated to tell others in 
order to relieve their frustration. When the problem is severe, negative W-O-M is 
more likely to occur. Marketers must make an effort to identify the reason for the 
negative W-O-M and take steps to rectify or eliminate the problem with restitution 
or communications.

-
- Customer satisfaction alone is not enough to get real loyal customers. A key goal 

should therefore be customer retention: the practice of keeping customers by 
building long-term relationships with them.

-
-        Customer retention exists of the following steps:
- Care about customers;
- Remember customers between 

sales;
- Build trusting relationships;

- Monitor the service-delivery 
process;

- Provide extra effort.
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-
- Many options are available when customers decide to dispose a possession. 

Disposition can be temporary (loaning or renting) or involuntary (losing or 
destroying). We focus on permanent, voluntary disposition.

- Disposition of meaningful objects involve two processes:
- -Physical detachment: physically disposing of an item, by transferring it to 

another person or location.
- -Emotional detachment: emotionally disposing of an item; a more detailed and 

sometimes painful process.
-
- Recycling can also be a form of disposition. The most useful variables in 

understanding consumer recycling are: 
- Motivation to recycle: recycling is more likely when consumers perceive that the 

benefits overweigh the costs, including money, time and effort.
- Ability to recycle: consumers must know how to recycle and possess general 

knowledge about the positive environmental effects of recycling.
- Opportunity to recycle: if separating, storing and removing recyclable materials is 

difficult or inconvenient, consumers will avoid doing so. Therefore easy-to-use 
containers help increase recycling.

- Part 4 – The Consumer’s Culture

- Chapter 11: Social Influences on Consumer Behavior
- Influence can come from marketing and nonmarketing sources and can be 

delivered via the mass media or personally.
- Marketing source: influence delivered from a marketing agent, like advertising 

and personal selling. (low credibility)
- Nonmarketing source: influence delivered from an entity outside a marketing 

organization, like friends, family and the media. (high credibility)
-
- Marketing sources delivered via mass media: e.g. advertising, publicity, direct 

mail, social media.
- Marketing sources delivered personally: e.g. salespeople, service representatives.
- Nonmarketing sources delivered via mass media: e.g. news, reviews, blogs, clubs, 

organizations.
- Nonmarketing sources delivered personally: family, friends, neighbors, coworkers.
- Marketing and nonmarketing sources delivered via social media: have a mass 

reach but a more personal feel because consumers choose when, where and how 
to access and share content.

-
- Personal sources have a lower reach than mass media sources. But personal 

sources do have more capacity for two-way communication than mass media 
sources, and are therefore more valuable.

-
- A special source of social influence is the opinion leader, someone who acts as 

an information broker between the mass media and the opinions and behaviors of 
an individual or group.

- Opinion leaders are part of a general category of gatekeepers, people who have 
special influence or power in deciding whether a product or information will be 
disseminated to a market.

- Whereas opinion leaders are important sources of influences about a particular 
product or service, another social influences source is a market maven; someone
on whom others rely for information about the marketplace in general.

-
- Types of reference groups:
- Aspirational reference group: a group that we admire and desire to be like.
- Associative reference group: a group to which we currently belong.
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- Brand community: a specialized group of consumers with a structured set of 
relationships involving a particular brand, fellow customers of that brand and the 
product in use.

- Dissociative reference group: a group we do not want to follow.
-
-
-
- Characteristics of reference groups:
- Degree of contact: groups with which we have considerable contact tend to exert 

the greatest influence. We know a primary reference group (group with whom 
we have physical face-to-face interaction) and a secondary reference group 
(group with whom we do not have direct contact).

- Formality: some groups are formally structured, with rules outlining the criteria for 
group membership and expected behavior. Other groups are more ad hoc, less 
organized and less structured.

- Homophily: the overall similarity among members in the social system is called 
homophily. In homophilous groups, group-influence is likely to be strong because 
people tend to see things in the same way, interact frequently and develop strong 
social ties.

- Group attractiveness: the attractiveness can affect how much consumers conform 
to the group.

- Density: dense groups are those in which all members know each other.
- Degree of identification: some characteristics of an individual within a group 

contributes to the way in which groups vary.
- Tie-strength: the extent to which a close, intimate relationship connects people is 

called tie-strength and is often characterized by frequent interpersonal contact.
-
- Embedded market: market in which the social relationships among buyers and 

sellers change the way the market operates (e.g. daughter of neighbors selling Girl
Scouts cookies; because you know them you buy).

-
- Reference groups affect consumer socialization: the process by which we learn 

to become consumers and come to know the value of money, the appropriateness 
of saving versus spending, and how, when and where products should be bought 
and used.

-
- Consumer socialization can occur in many ways:
- People as socializing agents: family and friends play an important role as 

socializing agents, since for example, parents may teach children values etc. The 
effect of reference groups as socializing agents can change over time, because we
associate with many different groups throughout our lives.

- The media and marketplace as socializing agents: using movies, the internet, 
music, products, etc. to serve as social agents. Like teaching parents and children 
what are boy and what are girl toys.

-
- General, special and group sources of influence can exert two types of influences:
- Normative influence: social pressure designed to encourage conformity to the 

expectations of others (norm= collective decision about what contributes 
appropriate behavior).

- Informational influence: the extent to which sources influence consumers 
simply by providing information; affected by characteristics of the product, the 
consumer and the group.

-
- How normative influence affect customer behavior:
- Brand-choice congruence and conformity:

o Brand-choice congruence: the purchase of the same brand as members 
of a group.

o Conformity: the tendency to behave in an expected way.
- Compliance versus reactance:
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o Compliance: doing what the group or social influencer asks.
o Reactance: doing the opposite of what the individual or group wants us to 

do.
- Social-relational theory: consumers conduct their social interactions according to 

the rights and responsibilities of their relationship with group members, a balance 
of reciprocal actions with group members, their relative status and authority and 
the value placed on different objects and activities.

-
- Factors affecting normative influence strength:
- Product characteristics: reference groups influences the decision whether we buy a

product within a given category and what brand we buy. Whether they affect 
product and brand decisions also depends on whether the products is consumed in
private or in public.

- Consumer characteristics: personalities of some consumers make them readily 
susceptible to influence by others. Susceptible consumers tend to react more 
positively to communications highlighting products benefits that helps them avoid 
disapproval.

- Group characteristics: the extent to which the group can deliver rewards and 
sanctions, called the degree of coercive power.

-
- Factors affecting informational influence strength:
- Product characteristics: consumers tend to be susceptible to informational 

influence when considering complex products or when differences between brands
are difficult to find.

- Consumer and influencer characteristics: these influences are likely to be greater 
when the source or group communicating the information is expert. But also 
culture may affect informational influence.

- Group characteristics: group cohesiveness affects informational influence, because
members of these cohesive groups have both greater opportunity and motivation 
to share information.

-
-
- Information can be described by the following dimensions:
- Valence: whether information about something is good (positive valence) or bad 

(negative valence).
- Modality: does information come from verbal or nonverbal channels?
-

- Chapter 12: Consumer Diversity
- Six major aspects of consumer diversity have important effects on consumer 

behavior: age, gender, sexual orientation, regional differences, ethnical differences
and religious differences.

-
- Basic logic states that people of the same age are going through similar life 

experiences and therefore share many common needs, experiences, symbols and 
memories, which, in turn, may lead to similar consumption patterns. 

-
- Generation Y (millennial): individuals born between 1980 and 1994.
- Generation X: individuals born between 1965 and 1979.
- Baby boomers: individuals born between 1946 and 1964.
- Gray market: individuals over 65 years old.
-
- Clearly, the two genders differ in traits, attitudes and activities that affect 

consumer behavior. A few key issues have the focus for consumer research:
- Sex roles: men and woman are expected to behave according to sex-role norms 

learned very early in childhood. 
o Agentic goal: goal that stresses mastery, self-assertiveness, self-efficacy, 

strength and no emotion. (a goal for men)
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o Communal goal: goal that stresses affiliation and fostering harmonious 
relations with others, submissiveness, emotionally and home orientation. (a
goal for woman)

- Differences in acquisition and consumption behaviors: woman are more likely to 
engage in a detailed, thorough examination of a message and to make extended 
decisions based on product attributes. Also, woman use both hemispheres of their 
brain for most tasks, where men only use specific hemispheres of their brain.

- Gender and sexual orientation: masculine individuals tend to display male-
oriented traits and feminine individuals tend toward female characteristics. Some 
individuals can be androgynous; having both male and female traits.

-
- Because people tend to work and live in the same area, residents in one part of 

the country can develop patterns of behavior that differ from those in another 
area.

- Clustering: the grouping of consumers according to common characteristics 
using statistical techniques.

-
- Individualism versus collectivism: consumers from cultures high in individualism 

(many Western cultures) put more emphasis on themselves as individuals than as 
part of the group; consumers from cultures high in collectivism (many Eastern 
cultures) empathize connections to others rather than their own individuality.

- Horizontal versus vertical orientation: consumers from cultures with a horizontal 
orientation value equality, whereas consumers from cultures with a vertical 
orientation put more emphasis on hierarchy.

- Masculine versus feminine: customers from masculine cultures (e.g. the U.S.) tend 
to be more aggressive and focused on individual advancement; consumers from 
feminine cultures (e.g. Denmark) tend to be more concerned with social 
relationships.

-
-
- Ethnic influences are another major factor that affects consumer behavior.
- Ethnic group: subculture with a similar heritage and values.
-
- Acculturation: learning how to adapt to a new culture.
- Multicultural marketing: strategies used to appeal to a variety of cultures at the

same time.
- Intensity of ethnic identification: how strongly people identify with their ethnic

group.
- Accommodation theory: the more effort one puts forth in trying to communicate

with an ethnic group, the more positive the reaction.
-
- The final type of subculture influencing consumer behavior are religious beliefs. 

Individual differences certainly come into play, but some religious influences or 
traditions can affect consumer behavior.

-

- Chapter 13: Household and Social Class Influences
- A family is usually defined as a group of individuals living together who are related

by marriage, blood or adoption.
- Nuclear family: father, mother and children.
- Extended family: the nuclear family plus relatives such as grandparents, aunts, 

uncles and cousins.
-
- Household is a broader term that includes a single person living alone or a group 

of individuals who live together in a common dwelling, regardless of whether they 
are related. Households can differ in terms of the stage in the family life cycle: 
different stages of family life, depending on the age of the parents and how many 
children are living at home.

-
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- Five main factors are altering the basic structure and characteristics of 
households:

- Delayed marriage and cohabitation: an increasing number of individuals are 
either delaying or avoiding getting married. As a result of changing social norms, 
more consumers are living with members of the opposite sex outside marriage, 
and these individuals tend to be more self-oriented.

- Dual careers: dual-career families have several important implications for 
consumer behavior, starting with higher discretionary spending. Role overload 
(family and work) also leaves less time for cooking, housekeeping and other 
activities.

- Divorce: although the trend has recently leveled off, many divorces still occur 
each year, with important implications for consumer behavior.

- Smaller families: the average household size is getting smaller in many 
countries. A smaller family means more discretionary income to spend on 
recreation, vacation, education and entertainment.

- Same-sex couples: the number of same-sex couples and marriage is growing.
-
- Household decision roles: roles that different members play in a household 

decision.
- Instrumental roles: roles that relate to tasks affecting the buying decision.
- Expressive roles: roles that involve an indication of family norms.
-
- Gatekeeper: household members who collect and control information important 

to the decision.
- Influencer: household members who try to express their opinions and influence 

the decision.
- Decider: the person or persons who actually determine which product/service 

will be chosen.
- Buyer: the household member who physically acquires the product or 

service.
- User: the household members who consume the product.
-
- Conflicts can often occur in fulfilling different household roles, based on the 

reasons for buying, who should make the decision, which option to choose and 
who gets to use the product or service.

-
- The roles of partners; four major decision categories:
- Husband-dominant decision: decision made primarily by the male head-of-

household.
- Wife-dominant decision: decision made primarily by the female head-of-

household.
- Autonomic decision: decision equally likely to be made by the husband or wife, 

but not by both.
- Syncratic decision: decision made jointly by the husband and the wife.
-
- Couples typically follow an informal process for decision making in which they 

have limited awareness of each other’s knowledge and decision strategy. When 
couples have opposite spending tendencies (one is a spender, one is not), decision
making will be marketed by conflict, which may have negative effect on the 
marriage.

-
- Children also play an important role in household decision by attempting to 

influence their parents’ acquisition, usage and disposition behavior. The type of 
household determines the nature of children’s influence. Authoritarian households 
stress obedience, while neglected households exert little control. Democratic 
households encourage self-expression, while permissive households remove 
constraints.

- Children are more likely to have direct decision control in permissive and 
neglectful families and are more likely to influence decisions in democratic and 
permissive households.
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-
- Social class hierarchy: the grouping of members of society according to status, 

high, middle or low.
-
- Types of social class systems:
- Overprivileged: families with an income higher than the average in their social 

class.
- Class average: families with an average income in a particular class.
- Underprivileged: families below the average income in their class.
-
- The norms and behaviors of consumers in one social class can influence 

consumers in other social classes. A theory of class influence is the trickle-down 
effect: trends that start in the upper classes and then are copied by lower classes.
A status float is also possible; trends that start in the lower and middle classes 
and move upward.

-
- Social class is determined by income, occupation and education. But social class 

can also be due to status.
- Inherited status: status that derives from parents at birth.
- Earned status: status acquired later in life through achievements.
-
- To determine social class standing, indexes are used. When consumers are 

consistent across the various dimensions, social class is easy to determine and 
status crystallization occurs. But sometimes it is more difficult because 
individuals score low on some factors and high on others.

-
- How social class changes over time:
- Upward mobility: raising one’s status level.
- Downward mobility: losing one’s social standing.
- Social class fragmentation: the disappearance of class distinctions, due to:

o Both upward and downward mobility blurred class divisions;
o The increased availability of mass media is exposing consumers worldwide 

to values and norms of diverse classes and cultures, making it possible to 
adopt other groups’ behavior.

o Advances in communication technology increased interaction across social 
class lines.

-
- Social class can affect consumption due to the following topics:
- Conspicuous consumption: the acquisition and display of goods and services to 

show off one’s status.
- Conspicuous waste: visibly buying products and services that one never uses.
- Voluntary simplicity: limiting acquisition and consumption to live a less material

life.
- Status symbol: product or service that tells others about someone’s social class 

standing.
- Parody display: status symbols that start in the lower-social classes and move 

upward.
- Fraudulent symbol: symbol that becomes so widely adopted that is loses its 

status.
- Compensatory consumption: the consumer behavior of buying 

products/services to offset frustrations or difficulties in life.
- The meaning of money: how to define money; money can be both good (reward

for hard work) and evil (lead to obsession, dishonesty, etc.) and people often 
believe that money can buy happiness.

-
-        Consumption patterns of social classes:
- The upper class: a varied group of individuals who include aristocracy, the 

inherited wealth, the new social elite and the upper-middle class. They tend to 
view themselves as intellectual, political and socially conscious, leading to an 
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increase in behaviors such as attending the theater, investing in art, traveling and 
giving money to charities. Self-expression is also important, resulting in the 
purchase of high-quality, prestige brands.

- The middle class: values and consumption patterns of these consumers vary, yet 
many look to the upper class for guidance on certain behaviors such as proper 
dining etiquette, clothing and leisure activities (e.g. golf/tennis). This tendency 
expands to theater attendance, vacations and adult education classes for self-
improvement. Though financial difficulties now made many families lose 
purchasing power and experience lower living standards in a downward mobility 
trend.

- The working class: the working class is becoming younger, more ethnically 
diverse, more female, somewhat more educated and more alienated from 
employers than it used to be. These consumers heavily depend on family 
members for economic and social support (for job opportunities, advice, etc.) This 
class is more likely to spend than to save money, but choose saving accounts over
investments.

- The homeless: a sizable segment of society in some countries, who live on the 
streets or in cars or vacant houses. This group includes unemployed or 
underemployed consumers, drug and alcohol abusers, mentally ill people, 
members of female-headed  households and people who have experiences 
financial setbacks such as losing their homes. They struggle for survival.

- Chapter 14: Psychographics: Values, Personality, and Lifestyles
- Values are abstract, enduring beliefs that a given behavior or outcome is good or 

bad. The serve as standards that guide behavior across situations and over time. 
Our total set of values and their relative importance to us constitute our value 
system.

-
- A value conflict occurs when you do something that is consistent with one value 

but inconsistent with another equally important value.
-
- Acculturation: the process by which individuals learn the values and behaviors of

a new culture.
-
- Forms of values:
- Global values: a person’s most enduring, strongly held and abstract values that 

hold in many situations (core of an individual’s value system).
- Domain-specific values: values that may only apply to a particular area of 

activities.
- Terminal values: highly desired and states such as social recognition and 

pleasure.
- Instrumental values: the values needed to achieve the desired end states such 

as ambition.
-
-        Values that characterize Western cultures:
- Materialism: placing importance on money and material goods; these consumers

are receptive to marketing tactics that facilitate the acquisition of goods, such as 
online orders, special pricing, etc., and communications that associate acquisition 
with achievement and status. These consumers want to protect their possessions 
by insurances and security.

- Home: placing a high value on their home and making it as attractive and as 
comfortable as possible. It is a place to coordinate activities and pool resources 
before family members enter the outside world.

- Work and play: some consumers work harder than others do. Consumers 
increasingly value work for its instrumental function in achieving other values, 
such as a comfortable lifestyle, family security and accomplishing life goals. 
People who work long hours, value leisure time as much as they value money.

- Individualism: individualists value independence and self-reliance, tending to see
the individual’s needs and rights as a higher priority than the group’s needs and 
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rights. Though, in these individualistic society there are allocentric consumers who
prefer interdependence and social relationships. In contrast, idiocentric consumers
tend to put more emphasis on individual freedom and assertiveness.

- Family and children: the values placed on families and children.
- Health: many consumers place high value on health due to reasons of self-esteem

and concerns about longevity and survival. The value of health is reflected in the 
popularity of foods in low fat, calories, sugar, as well as foods with special 
nutritional benefits.

- Hedonism: the principle of pleasure seeking. Consumers are increasingly seeking 
for goods, services and experiences that simply make them feel good, such as 
luxury cars, home entertainment and vacations. Hedonism has led to some 
interesting eating patterns that contradict health values (e.g. chips, ice cream, 
etc.).

- Youth: a high value is placed in youth in many cultures, evidenced by the wide 
range of offerings for reducing signs of aging.

- Authenticity: people generally value authentic things, either the original article 
or a faithful reproduction. Cheap knockoffs or counterfeits tend to be valued much 
less.

- The environment: environmental protection has become important among 
consumers who are interested in conserving natural resources, preventing 
pollution and supporting environmentally friendly goods, services and activities. 
Businesses can profit from many of these aspects, by being environmental-friendly
in production for example.

- Technology: many consumers are fascinated by technological advances. 
Consumers believe that computers, smart phones, cameras and the Internet 
improve the quality of their lives.

-
- Societies and their institutions are constantly evolving, and thus value systems are

also changing. Factors influencing our values are:
- Culture: different cultural experiences lead to cross-cultural differences in values. 

All cultures can be classified according the four dimensions of Geert Hofstede:
o Individualism vs. collectivism: the degree to which a culture focuses on the 

individuals rather than the group.
o Uncertainty avoidance: the extent to which a culture prefers structured to 

unstructured situations.
o Masculinity vs. femininity: the extent to which a culture stresses masculine 

values such as assertiveness, success and competition over feminine 
values such as quality of life, warm personal relationships and caring.

o Power distance: the degree to which a society’s members are equal in 
terms of status.

- Ethnic identification: ethnic groups within a larger culture can have some values 
that differ from those of other ethnic subcultures. 

- Social class: each social class holds specific values, which in turn affect their 
acquisition and consumption patterns. 

- Age: members of a generation often share similar values that differ from those of 
other generations. Sometimes it is very difficult to distinguish values we acquire 
with age from those we learn from our era. But these differences due to age do 
influence the way we behave as consumers.

-
- Marketers need to understand how consumer values affect consumption patterns, 

market segmentation, new product development, ad development strategy and 
ethics.

-
- Value segmentation: the grouping of consumers by common values. 
-
- To segment the market by values, marketers need means of identifying 

consumers’ values, gauging their importance and analyzing changes or trends in 
values. 
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- But, values are hard to measure due to: people do not often think about their 
values and people may sometimes feel social pressure to respond to a values 
questionnaire in a certain way.

-
-        Inferring values from the cultural milieu
- The least obtrusive way to measure values is to make inferences based on a 

culture’s milieu. Advertising has often been used as indicator of values. Marketers 
can infer values just by looking at product names, reflecting values such as 
materialism (Grand Hyatt hotels), hedonism (Obsession perfume), time (Ronzoni 
Quick Cook), technology (Microsoft) and convenience (Ready-wip topping).

-
-        Means-end chain analysis
- Marketers can use the means-end chain analysis to gain insight into consumers’ 

values by better understanding which attribute they find important in products. 
Means-end chain: a technique that helps to explain how values link to attributes 
in products and services. The means-end chain has several levels: the consumer 
mentioned an important attribute, followed by an concrete benefit of that 
attribute, followed by the importance of that benefit to the customer because of 
its instrumental value and finally the attribute will provide a desired end state or 
terminal value. Marketers can use this analysis to identify product attributes that 
will be consistent with certain values and to segment global markets and appeal to
consumers on the basis of specific benefits and related values.

-
-        Value questionnaires
- Marketers can directly assess values by using questionnaires. Some types focus 

only on specific aspects of consumer behavior, such as the material values scale. 
Other cover a range of values, such as the Rokeach Value Survey (RVS): a 
survey that measures instrumental and terminal values.

- Others have advocated the use of the List of Values (LOV): a survey that 
measures nine principal values in consumer behavior; self-respect, warm 
relationships, sense of accomplishment, self-fulfillment, fun and enjoyment, 
excitement, sense of belonging, being well respected and security. LOV predicts 
responses to statements that describe their self-reported consumer characteristics
(‘I am a spender, not a saver), their actual consumption behaviors (how often do I 
read magazines) and their marketplace beliefs (‘I belief the consumer movement 
has caused prices to increase’). 

- Compared to the RVS, the LOV is a better predictor of consumer behavior, is 
shorter and easier to administer. It is also useful for identifying segments of 
consumers with similar value systems.

-
- Personality consists of the distinctive patterns of behaviors, tendencies, qualities

or personal dispositions that make one individual different from another and lead 
to a consistent response to environmental stimuli.

-
- Research approaches to personality:
- Psychoanalytic approaches: personality arises from a set of dynamic, unconscious 

internal struggles within the mind. 
According to Sigmund Freud, the first stage is the oral stage, in which a baby is 
entirely dependent on others for need satisfaction, at the anal stage, the child is 
confronted with the problem of toilet training, in the phallic stage the youth 
becomes aware of his/her genitals and must deal with desires for the opposite-sex.
Freud believed that the failure to resolve the conflicts from each stage could 
influence one’s personality.

- Trait theories: personality is composed of characteristics that describe and 
differentiate individuals. 
Carl Jung developed one of the most basic trait theory schemes, suggesting that 
individuals could be categorized according to their levels of introversion and 
extroversion. Introverts are shy, prefer to be alone and are anxious in the presence
of others. Extroverts are outgoing, sociable and typically conventional. They are 
motivated by social pressure, introverts are not. Research found five major 
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personality traits: agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional stability, openness
and extraversion.

- Phenomenological approaches: personality is largely shaped by an individual’s 
interpretations of life events.
A key concept of the phenomenological approaches is locus of control: how 
people interpret why things happen (internal versus external). This can heavily 
influence consumers’ perceptions of satisfaction in an consumption experience 
and determine how the consumer feels.

- Social-psychological theories: focus on social rather than biological explanations of
personality, proposing that individuals act in social situations to meet their needs.
According to Karen Horney, behavior can be characterized by three major 
orientations, measured by the CAD scale: complaint individuals are dependent on 
others and are humble, trusting and tied to a group, aggressive individuals need 
power, move away from others and are outgoing, assertive and self-confident and 
detached individuals are independent and self-sufficient but suspicious and 
introverted.

- Behavioral approaches: differences in personality are a function of how individuals 
have been rewarded or punished in the past. 
Individuals are more likely to have traits or engage in behaviors for which they 
have received positive reinforcement, and less likely to maintain characteristics 
and behaviors for which they have been punished.

-
- Types of personality traits that are related to consumer behaviors:
- Optimal stimulation level (OSL): people prefer things that are moderately 

arousing to things that are either too arousing or not arousing at all. 
- Dogmatism: a tendency to be resistant to change or new ideas.
- Need for uniqueness (NFU): the desire for novelty through the purchase, use 

and disposition of products and services.
- Creativity: a departure from conventional consumption practice in a novel and 

functional way.
- Need for cognition (NFC): a trait that describes how much people like to think.
- Susceptibility to influence: consumer vary in their susceptibility to persuasion 

attempts, especially those who are interpersonal or face to face.
- Frugality: the degree to which consumers take a disciplined approach to short-

term acquisitions and are resourceful in using products and services to achieve 
longer-term goals.

- Self-monitoring behavior: the degree to which they look to others for cues on 
how to behave. High self-monitors are typically sensitive to the desires and 
influences of others as guides to behavior.

- National character: the personality of a country, that represent only very broad 
generalizations.

- Competitiveness: the desire to outdo others through conspicuous consumption 
of material items.

-
- Values and personality represent internal states or characteristics. Lifestyles are 

people’s patterns of actual behavior, and exists of three components: activities, 
interests and opinions (AIOs).

-
- Consumers who engage in different activities and have differing opinions and 

interests may represent distinct lifestyle segments for marketers. Lifestyle 
research can help marketers understand how a product fits into consumers’ 
general behavior patterns.

-
- Voluntary simplicity: consciously limiting acquisition and consumption for a less 

materialistic, more eco-friendly lifestyle. This differs from frugality in that frugality 
is a personality trait reflecting disciplined spending and consumption of 
goods/services, and voluntary simplicity is a lifestyle choice for consumers who do 
not want the accumulation of possessions to be the focus of their lives.

-
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- VALS: Values and Lifestyles; a well-known psychographic tool that analyzes the 
behavior of consumers to create segments based on two factors. First, resources; 
including income, education, self-confidence, health, eagerness to buy, 
intelligence and energy level. Second, primary motivation; motivation by ideas, 
guided by intellectual aspects rather than by feelings or other people’s opinions.

-
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